Eclipse Tools

TYPE

CODE

15mm
22mm
15mm Spare Blade
22mm Spare Blade

ECPS15
ECPS22
ECPS15-SW
ECPS22-SW

Professional Hacksaw
Junior Hacksaw
Bi-Metal - 32TPI Blades
Junior Hacksaw Blades 10pk
Utility Knife

70-20TR
70-14JR
71-432R
71-132R
E1770

Hand Bender

EHB1522

Pair of Clamps

EOHBC6X2

UPVC Saw
Hardpoint Saw 22 x 8ppi
Floorboard Saw

B98UPVC
B98X
B98FLOOR

5m
8m

E30435
E30440

14” Rippa
24” Rippa
36” Rippa

RIPPA14
RIPPA24
RIPPA36

8” x 3/4”

22-208R/07

Eclipse Copper Pipe Slicer
For cutting copper tubing. Single handed operation – ideal for
use in confined areas, for example where there is limited space
between the wall and copper pipes.

Eclipse Hacksaws
World famous, best-selling hacksaw which has set the standard for
all other makes. Features a die cast handle and tubular steel frame.
The professional hacksaw is supplied with an Eclipse Plus30 bi-metal
blade.

Eclipse Hand Bender 15mm & 22mm
A compact bender for producing bends in copper tube up to 22mm
in diameter. Ideal for installing small heating systems. Supplied with
15mm and 22mm formers and guides.

Eclipse One Handed Bar Clamp 6” - Pair
Jaw release clip mechanism allows the jaw to be removed and
re-attached to the other end of the bar, thus converting the clamp
into a spreader. Ideal for a wide range of clamping and spreading
tasks when gluing, sawing, drilling etc.

Eclipse Predator Saws
A hardpoint saw delivering a fine cut. Fast cut- rapid, clean cutting
action. Rigid blade minimises ‘whip’ and vibration. For use on
laminate flooing, formica and beading.

Eclipse Tape Soft Feel
Auto lock system. Magnetic Hook. Imperial and metric graduations.
Moveable hook allows you to accurately measure both internal
and external distances.

Eclipse Rippa Bar
Rippa Crowbar is made from solid forged and heat-treated steel.
Ideal for general demolition, removing nails, or prying boards, it has
an oval shaped shank that gives greater rigidity whilst also making
it easier to grip.

Eclipse Guarded Flat Chisel 8” x 3/4”
Manufactured to British Standard specifications using the latest
production methods and equipment.
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